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Using a Fishing Metaphor

Holland, MI
Aug. 2002
20 pound King Salmon

Seward, AK May 2007
2 - 22 pound Halibuts

Every great angler prepares for fishing by evaluating the weather, location,
the time of day, and fish habits & preferences. Based on past experiences,
the most appropriate lure is selected that matches the criteria. To increase
success, after awhile every great fisherman/woman reels in the line, turns to
the tackle box and decides to "change the bait." We can use this fishing
metaphor to illustrate what educators must do as they attempt to "catch" all
of the students and leave no child behind.
Although we know that "one size doesn't fit all," we must begin the
instruction with our best tried-and-true strategy. If we haven't “hooked" all
of our students - good teachers must turn to their tackle boxes to select other
instructional strategies to increase student understanding and
success. Successful anglers continue to build up their tackle boxes with new
lures.
Simply put, understanding Differentiated Instruction is a teacher's
commitment to build a full tackle box of varied strategies. In this way they
will be prepared to "change their bait" as needed. Understanding some
human "brain basics" for teaching and learning can be a wonderful
foundation to guide educators in preparing their tackle boxes.
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Maximising Engagement
Getting Students’ Attention
Rules of Engagement
– Novelty
– Humor / Fun
– Curiosity/Mystery
– Collaboration/Relationship
– Meaningful/Relevant
– Multi-Modal/Variety
– Challenge/FLOW
– 21st Century Tech Tools

Engagement produces positive
outcomes for students
–Achievement,

–Deep learning,

–Regular school attendance
–Positive feelings about school
and learning.

Student Engagement
Ø Attention is a precursor to engagement.
Ø Engagement in school is NOT compliance.
Ø Student engagement in the 21st century
will look/feel different
Ø To activate student engagement teachers
will need to utilize a variety of multi-model,
Best Practices

© 2019, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, California
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Compliance
Student engagement (in the past) has
often been “compliance”
–Willingness to participate in routine school
activities such as attending classes
–Completing and submitting required work
–Following teachers’ directions in class…

What is true “engagement?”

Student engagement occurs when:

Students make a psychological investment in
learning.
Students are involved in their work,

Students persist despite challenges and
obstacles

Students take visible delight in accomplishing
their work.

Engagement Level

Behavioural
Emotional
(+ Relational)
Cognitive

Student Behaviours
Follows rules, wellbehaved, compliant,
perseveres

Possibilities
May be bored, miserable,
thinking of other things

Interested in the task,
motivated, feeling good
about the work, focused on
understanding, feels
included

Frustrated when not
challenged, Feels
misunderstood, Pleasurable
activity – but missed a
challenge, lacks connection

Complex thinking about the If behaviour isn’t managed –
task/activity, focused on
chaos may reign. Fails to make
understanding
a connection
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The Four “Fs”

The brain is responsible for:
• Attracted to food and drink

• Food
• Flight
• Fight

• Wanting to get away from
parents/adults, difficult work,

• Flocking

• Oppositional and defiant
• Be with friends – seek a
potential mate

Attention
Bottom-up brain circuitry

Attracted to supernormal stimuli

Ø Safety

Ø Nutrition

Hippocampus

Ø Sex

Ø Prestige

Emotional hijack

Amygdala

Stimulus-Driven
StimulusStimulus
Driven Attention
Sensory input indicating a
possible survival issue
(perceived threat) or possible
pleasure… Our brains quickly
abandon focus and reorient to
the source of the possible
threat or source of pleasure.

© 2019, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, California
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SEEKING “Expectancy System”
Instinctual drive that urges us
to seek
(Wanting)
In charge of maintaining
homeostasis

OLD belief: our “reward system” is
triggered when we complete a task
NEWSFLASH: the SEEKING System
provides us with continued enthusiasm,
interest and motivation while we are in
the midst of processing incoming
information that is important for us.
We feel good while we are doing such
tasks – not just upon their completion

“Attention Grabber”
Breaking someone’s pattern or behavior by
interrupting them with an unexpected stimulus.

This ‘stimulus’ can be anything from a sound,
to a funny joke, to a physical movement.
“Pattern Interrupt” is a phenomenon that you
experience every day.
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Novel, interesting or threatening
stimuli garner our attention
Colorful visuals, media
Interesting sounds, music
Things to examine and touch
Things to smell and taste

Ignoring Distractions


When focused on a goal or task to be done,
especially if it is meaningful and relevant, our
brains are capable of ignoring many internal
and external distractions and inhibiting sensory
ulation so that we can fully attend to the
stimulation
goal at hand.

Novelty
•Engaging
•Playful
•Out of the Ordinary

© 2019, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, California
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Rules of Engagement
Love to Laugh!
Kids Just Want
to Have FUN!

Humor
Gets the brain’s attention
Releases endorphins – feel good
Bonds us with others – inclusion
Enhances retention
Relieves stress and tension

Activate Prior Knowledge
and Build Curiosity
What do I
already know
about this???

What comes
next? What will
happen??

© 2019, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, California
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According to noted learning theorist Jean
Piaget, accessing prior knowledge is how
children make sense of the world. They
attempt to take new information and fit it
into existing knowledge in order to create
a schema, or mental map that fits into a
specific category. This makes the
information more accessible because it is
more memorable.

Social Interaction

§ We learn better together in a safe
environment.
§ Multiple interactions among students
and with a teacher helps facilitate
understanding.

Cooperative Group Learning
 Greater self-esteem
esteem among students
 Higher achievement
 Better retention of material
 Increased social support
 Improved collaborative skills
 More positive attitudes toward school and teacher

(Johnson, Johnson, & Holubec, Cooperation in the Classroom, 1998;
Ashman & Gillies, Cooperative Learning, 2003)

© 2019, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, California
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Meaningful & Relevant
Prior knowledge & experiences
Connected & meaningful to
students’ daily lives
Students’ interests

PASSION

When we do things we feel
passionately about –
something that has real
depth of meaning to us –
we are rewarded with a
sense of deep happiness
and fulfillment.
Sir Ken Robinson

Rules of Engagement
Instructional Variety
Multi-Modal Tasks
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Visuals
• 75% of all information reaching the brain
arrives through the visual system.
• Create
eate a “visual rich environment”:
• Pictures
• Optical Illusions
• Movie Clips
• Document Cameras
• Smart Boards

FLOW Theory
Ø Challenge and skill level are well matched
Ø Choice and options are available
Ø There is an intrinsic sense of satisfaction
Ø Feedback is ongoing
Ø Time goes by unnoticed
Ø The learner is ‘in the learning groove’
Ø Students are inspired by the task or activity to
persevere

CHALLENGE - TASK

Engagement = Being in FLOW

OW
FL

NE
ZO

SKILL – ABILITY (Perceived)

© 2019, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, California
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Classroom Games
“When students experience
mild pressure while
engaging in such activities
as questioning, games, and
competitions, they tend to
focus their attention on key
elements of the learning
process.” (Marzano, Brown, ASCD)

GAMES
“Using academic games in
the classroom is
associated with a 20
percentile point gain in
student achievement.”

Robert Marzano, Educational Leadership, Feb. 2010

GAME SHOW TEMPLATES:
https://www.lifewire.com/free-powerpoint-games-for-teachers-1358169

21st Century Brains
Brains: Digital Natives
Digital Hooks: Integrate a variety of technology
devices in the classroom to generate and maintain
students’ attention and engagement.

– Classroom Response Systems “Clickers”
– Interactive White Boards
– Document Cameras
– Field Links and Online Simulations
– Handhelds
– Tablets
– Digital Cameras

© 2019, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, California
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Transitioning to Teaching
Digital Natives: The Net-Generation
From Lecture to Interactive Learning: Become a
Guide-on-the-Side rather than a Sage-on-the-Stage.

From Instruction to Discovery: Teach Discovery

Processes, Research Skills, and Critical (Analytical)
Thinking

From Individual to Collaborative: Encourage
Collaboration and Networking

From One Size Fits All to Differentiated
Instruction

Brief Explicit Direct Instruction
Teacher Talks Less
Students Learn More
Use visuals
Use technology & media
Orchestrate
“Active Processing”

Encourage discussions

Possible Factors for Student Engagement

Will I get to work with others? (Collaboration)
Will I get to move around? (Kinesthetic)
Will this be fun? (Humor – pleasure)
Will I get to choose what I learn or how I learn it? (Self-regulation)
Will there be a little friendly competition/pressure? (Challenge –
rewards)
Will there be recognition of my achievement? (Product,
Performance, Contribution)
Will it make me feel “excited” and interested? (Emotional High –
feelings)
Will I get to use technology? (21st Century skills – digital
generation)

© 2019, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, California
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There are two main types of attention: goal-driven and stimulus-driven.
When focused on a goal or task to be done, especially if it is meaningful and
relevant, our brains are capable of ignoring many internal and external
distractions and inhibiting sensory stimulation so that we can fully attend
to the goal at hand. However, maintaining sustained focused attention has
its limitations. Our brains also need downtime in order to process new
learning. Depending on the age of the learner, the ability to maintain
sustained focused attention may last between five and twenty minutes.
However, stimulus-driven attention occurs when sensory input is detected
that indicates a survival issue. Then our brains quickly abandon focus and
redirect to the source of the possible danger or threat.

Noted professor, author, and brain research interpreter Robert Sylwester
often told teachers in his workshop sessions, regarding their students, “It’s
not that they aren’t paying attention. They’re just not paying attention to
you.”

One of the more difficult aspects of teaching can be getting students’
attention so that they attend to and ultimately learn the lesson and task.
Knowing what types of stimuli will engage the brain can help teachers plan
strategies to get their students’ attention. When not involved in survival
issues, such as reacting to perceived threats, our brains are most sensitive
to novelty and changes that arouse curiosity. New and unexpected sensory
input in the environment will immediately get our brains’ attention. Even
slight changes in one’s surroundings will create curiosity, and the brain will
reorient toward the new information. Developing novel situations and using
a variety of differentiated strategies can increase a teacher’s chances of
shifting students from disinterested to excited and energized!

One principle that propels the digital revolution is our brain’s craving
for new, exciting, and different experiences....Whether excessive or
subtle, the instinct to pursue new and exciting experiences frequently
drives our behavior. – Gary Small

Engaging, Exciting,
Chapter 3
and Energizing the Learner

Getting students to engage requires more than just causing a shift in
attention. Harvey Silver and Matthew Perini (2010) describe “the eight Cs
of engagement.” When students are engaged, they “begin taking ownership
of learning activities. Their involvement shows concentration and effort to
understand and complete the task. They do not simply follow directions but
actively work to improve the quality of their performance” (Silver & Perini,
2010, p. 323). Silver and Perini suggest that there are eight motivators
teachers might use to inspire engagement: competition, challenge,
curiosity, controversy, choice, creativity, cooperation, and connections. We
have incorporated these motivators into the following groupings for
suggested strategies to promote student engagement:
◆Novelty and humor
◆Mini-challenges and competitions
◆Activating prior knowledge and building curiosity
◆Choice opportunities
◆Digital hooks

Other stimuli can capture our attention, too. Movement, colors, sounds,
tastes, discrepant events, humorous situations, and puzzling occurrences
can quickly trigger our curiosity and cause us to reorient to the new stimuli.
Using humor, novelty, mystery, challenge, choice, and a wide variety of
technology, educators can develop a toolkit filled with possibilities to use
on a daily basis.
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• Getting Students’ Attention

We don’t pay attention to boring things. Novel, interesting stimuli garner our attention. Break someone’s pattern or
behavior by interrupting them with an unexpected stimulus. This ‘stimulus’ can be anything from a sound, to a funny
joke, to a physical movement, colorful visuals, media clips, interesting sounds, music, things to examine and touch,
things to smell and taste. An unexpected “discrepant event” such as the teacher wearing a funny hat, or the room
arranged in a different way. Beware! Perceived threats also get our attention!

• Rules of Engagement

Novelty The anticipation of getting to do something new and unusual. The brain seeks out novel stimuli: interesting

objects, opportunities to do a different type of assignment, a chance to work with others. Anything out of the
ordinary will be more likely to get students to engage. Teens also are attracted to things that might be a little “risky”
or bend the rules a little!

Humor / Fun Laughter has the power to fuel engagement and help students learn. Something clever or funny gets

the brain’s attention. Smiling and laughing releases endorphins – our natural “feel good” chemicals. Laughing and
enjoying something funny, bonds us with others. When we laugh together, we feel included. The neurotransmitters
released when we are laughing, actually enhances our memory and retention. A good laugh also relieves stress and
tension.

Curiosity/Mystery When presented with something new, our brains try and connect the new stimuli with prior

knowledge. Brains are pattern-seeking… they instinctually begin to problem-solve, guess, and predict what might
happen next. When something is a little mysterious or curious, our brains naturally start looking for answers. Openended questions and tasks, problem-based learning and inquiry models encourage students to engage.

Collaboration/Relationship Working with a partner or small group generates a sense of security and enhances the

brain’s ability to engage. When we feel safe and included, we are calm, relaxed, engaged, and alert. Orchestrate
activities to develop and practice social skills. Create “Study Buddies,” Tri-ads, and smaller collaborative groups.
Provide frequent opportunities for students to work cooperatively on learning tasks.

Meaningful/Relevant Discover students’ interests and passions and integrate them into instruction. When we do

things that we feel passionately about – something that has real depth of meaning to us – we are rewarded with a
sense of happiness and fulfillment. Try to make connections to students’ prior knowledge and experiences. Look for
opportunities to link new learning to the students’ daily lives. Discover relevant issues relating to pop culture, the
school, the neighbourhood, even current events.

Multi-Modal/Variety Build up a tackle box of creative instructional strategies. New learning must be processed in a

variety of ways – over time – to assure long-term retention Create a visual rich environment (images, video clips,
realia). Create student-centered tasks and limit teacher-led direct instruction. Integrate opportunities for students to
move and do real things. Offer “Choices” about how students might process new learning. Tap into student learning
preferences – use the Multiple Intelligences to inspire variety. Remember: “Worksheets Don’t Build Dendrites!”

Challenge/FLOW When the challenge of a task and the student’s skill level are well-matched, the learner will get

into FLOW – a pleasurable feeling. When we experience this “learning zone” there is satisfaction, time goes by
unnoticed, and students are willing to persevere. Using academic games in the classroom is associated with a 20
percentile point gain in student achievement. Consider Vygotsky’s “Zone of Proximal Development” to design tasks
that are a challenge (but doable).

21st Century Tech Tools Consider what these 21st Century “digital natives” will be craving. Integrate a variety of

technology devices in the instruction to generate and maintain students’ attention and engagement. Response
systems, Smart boards, handhelds, tablets, cameras, etc. Create opportunities for collaboration online. Use videos
and opportunities to research and “Flip” some lessons.
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Circle of Needs
Belonging

Glasser’s CHOICE Theory
(aka Control Theory)

Power

SURVIVAL

Fun

Freedom

https://www.shiftelearning.com/
blog/bid/351150/10-things-thatlearners-pay-attention-to-andhow-to-use-them-in-elearning
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Tackle Box of Strategies
• Tableaux: (tableau vivant) Students in bits of costumes and with props are posed
to replicate a scene from literature or history. The participants do not speak or
move. Add: At a signal (“Action”) the scene comes to life.
• TV Game Shows: Jeopardy, Password, $100k Pyramid: Use TV game show formats to review facts and study
for tests. Students create the questions and answers. Templates for a Power Point Jeopardy-style game found
online. https://www.thebalanceeveryday.com/free-jeopardy-powerpoint-templates-1358186
• Role-Play: Students assume the roles of literature characters, historical figures, famous people or invented
roles and collaboratively create scenes or skits. Participants determine the actions of their characters based on
their understanding of the intentions, personalities, and actions.
• Four Corners: Classic classroom strategy to get kids up and moving around. Label each corner as 1-2-3-4 or AB-C-D or North-South-East-West, etc. Give students a response choice and have them go to the “corner” that
corresponds with their opinion. i.e. Which U.S. president was in office at the end of the Civil War? A) Grant, B)
Lincoln, C) A. Johnson or D) T. Roosevelt? Which of these descriptions are you like the most? 1) Athletic, 2)
Computer Genius, 3) Performer, 4) Bookworm

16

•

Silly Sports & Goofy Games: Dr. Spencer Kagan says, “..my goal was to share with teachers things they could
do "drop of the hat," with no special preparation, to increase the energy level in their classrooms, to have
students cooperate, to provide challenges, and more than anything else, to simply make classrooms fun. I knew
that when students had fun in class, the class tone shifted in a positive direction and the positive tone
transferred to academics. Where there was no fun, there was less learning.
http://www.kaganonline.com/free_articles/dr_spencer_kagan/ASK23.php

•

Manipulatives & “Gimmicks” Small Sacks, Dice, Foldables, Timers, Post-its

•

R.A.F.T. Writing: R=Role, A=Audience, F=Format, T=Topic

•

Flipped Lessons: inverts the typical cycle of content acquisition and application so students gain necessary
knowledge BEFORE class. Teachers guide students to actively and interactively clarify and apply that
knowledge during class.

•

QR Codes in the Classroom: Use QR Codes on Homework assignments to link students to resources. Have
students create QR Code links in their projects and presentations.

•

Non-Linguistic Representations: Provide opportunities for students to represent and elaborate on new
knowledge by using visual and physical images.

•

S.U.M. it Up: Summarizing and note-taking. Enhance students’ skills to organize, synthesize, and record key
ideas and supporting information. Use Graphic Organizers and Interactive Notebooks.

•

Games and Mini-competitions: Create team competitions to review information and practice skills. Make sure
there are “inconsequential rewards” for the winning group. Focus on Celebration and Acknowledgement.

•

Discussion Tactics: Discussion Dots Colored Sticky Dots a.k.a Talking Chips to regulate conversations. InsideOutside Circle: Two concentric circles with one-to-one partners. Outside circle rotates to create new partners.
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https://www.schlechtycenter.org/
WHAT'S TRENDING is where we spotlight the digital tools that

are showing popularity by students and teachers in our work around
the country and in our Engaging the Net Generation workshops.
Google Tour Creator - A pretty cool tool that let's students create their own VR projects. Based on Google map, students
assemble a series of street level 360 pics to create a tour. Tons of possibilities. Read Richard Byrnes great blog on it and
while you are there, sign up for his newsletter!
Flippity - A most unusual site! The games are based in Google drive and were created with Google apps. You make copies,
customize, and share with your students. Crossword puzzles, jeopardy, random picker, word search, hangman, etc.
Loom Screencasting for Chrome - Move over Screencastify. Loom is here. It is free, quick, and easy. Install it as a Chrome
extension use on demand.
Book Creator for Chrome - We first came across Book Creator as a popular iPad app. It is now available online for free in your
Chrome browser.
ViewPure - ViewPure is a site that allows students to watch YouTube video free from ads. You can enter any RUL from
Unsplash - gorgeous, free-to-use, pictures. No strings attached we can see. Read the license notes - you won't believe it.
The Noun Project - What Unsplash is to photos, The Noun Project is to icons (or clip art as we used to say). This is an
enormous library of free to use icons. Downloads require that the source be cited, but that is done for you on the icon.
Toontastic - hot off the presses from USA Today as a top five app for creativity. Toontastic is an iPad app. Create great
animations. Toontastic teaches users to follow standard writing formats including three and five paragraph writing forms.
Hyperdocs - Hyperdocs are a national craze. There is not one all-encompassing hyperdoc site. They are typically made in
Google docs or slides. Hyperdoc.co is a great site for Hyperdoc collaboration
Poetry Machine - Create your original poem below using Poetry Machine!
Rewordify - This site allows teachers to reword any article to an easier reading level. Whereas, sites like Newsela and Tween
Tribune give you articles in a variety of reading levels, rewording, allows you to import [by copy/paste] ANY article and
change the reading level.
Shodor - Tools to better understand science and math, to practice math skills, or simply to explore and experiment. No
login needed.
DoGoNews - A great source of articles sorted by grade levels [not lexiles]. Also has a read-aloud function for each article.
Actively Learn - This site is to reading written text as EdPuzzle is to videos. Teachers can choose articles form a
vast catalogue or upload their own. Then, hi-lighting key words or phrases allows teachers to embed questions, notes, etc. in
the text. It is like having a reading coach sitting beside you while reading a text.
TweenTribune - Lexile leveled ready examples. Similar to Newsela. Completely free. From the Smithsonian.
Freerice.com - Vocabulary practice with a twist. For every right answer, the sponsor donates rice to a needy country.
Write About - Pretty comprehensive writing site.
Study Stack - At its core, you make digital flashcards. But then the cards can be used to create a variety of games. The games
can be exported easily with web address or html code [no ads!]
Fun4TheBrain - Free math games with no login!! Covers many academic areas! Grades 1-7. Can you say YEAH!
My Shakespeare - Four of the bards most popular plays augmented with audio recordings, contemporary translations, popup notes, videos, performances, and character interviews. Free with no login required.
Adobe Spark - Adobe has moved their Post, Page, and Video tools under one website. One of the easiest sites to work with
we have seen. Create stunning posters, beautiful websites, and fast picture videos.
Adobe Spark for Schools - Adobe Spark for Schools offers some great resources to assist teachers with using the tools. Installs
on your school server. Here is a great blog on the process.
Lucidchart - Great graphic organizing that works seamlessly through your Google Drive.
Librarian Approved: 30 Ed-Tech Apps to Inspire Creativity and Creation. From Mind/Shift. This is a pretty good list.
70 Best Apps for Teachers and Students - Edudemic's take on the best apps for teachers and students.
Newsela - a great "newspaper" site for students. Lots of options for teachers including reading Lexile controls. Video tutorial.
MathSnacks - Great math games. Check out Gate!
Do2Learn - This site is packed with games and activities for students with disabilities.
My Storybook - This is a free, easy to use laptop storybook tool. Students can type text, draw, and insert pictures. The final
product can be printed...
Retrieved from: https://learningtechno.weebly.com The Schlechty Center
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Graphic
organizers

Doodle

Photographs

Represent

Drawings

Painting

Images

Cartoons

Comics

Illustrations

Charts

Graphs

Tables

Articulate

Debate

Reading

Expressing

Paraphrase

Narratives

Novels

Storytelling

Tell and retell

Writing

Crosswords

Listening

Riddles

Draw

Debrief

Sketches

Diagram

Discussion

Speaking

Visual

Verbal

Games

Consensus

Teamwork

Group work

Teaming

Leadership

Team building

Disagreeing

Agreeing

Arguing

Intuition

Inner voice

Introspection

Self-esteem

Self-control

Analyzing

Observing

Thinking

Musings

Reflecting

Dialogues

Self-appraisal

Self-awareness

Metacognition

Self-monitoring

Journals

Intrapersonal

Formulas

Equations

Theorems

Theories

Cause and
effect

Outlines

Riddles

Puzzles

Hierarchies

Prioritize

Sequence

Induction

Deduction

Problem solve

Compute

Calculate

Mathematical

Composing

Jingles

Appreciating

Listening

Harmony

Score

Rock and roll

Jazz

Blues

Raps

Rhythms

Songs

Tunes

Melody

Beat

Muzak

Musical

Hiking

Investigating

Collecting

Identifying

Watching

Dissecting

Charting

Relationships

Astronomy

Discover

Explore

Garden

Feed animals

Plants

Sort

Classify

Naturalist

Act

Move

Dance

Organize

Arrange

Paste

Cut

Feel

Construct

Senses

Smell

Taste

Touch

Tactile

1 of 2

Kinesthetic

Hands-on

Bodily

160 |

Talking

Articulation

Dialogue

Communication

Pairs

Partners

Interpersonal

Multimodal Grid of Activities

MARTHA KAUFELDT
SATURDAY 18 MAY 2019
SESSION 1

REPRODUCIBLE

Supporting Differentiated Instruction © 2011 Solution Tree Press • solution-tree.com
Visit go.solution-tree.com/instruction to download this page.
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RELATED RESOURCES
Available from Hawker Brownlow Education
QTY

CODE

TITLE

PRICE

SOT0607

Best Practices at Tier 1: Daily Differentiation for Effective Instruction, Elementary

$48.40

SOT0591

Best Practices at Tier 1: Daily Differentiation for Effective Instruction, Secondary

$48.40

115041

The Motivated Brain: Improving Student Attention, Engagement, and Perseverance

$35.95

SOT9263

Think Big, Start Small: How to Differentiate Instruction in a Brain-Friendly Classroom

$27.95

117002

Teaching Students to Drive Their Brains: Metacognitive Strategies, Activities, and Lesson Ideas

$32.95

CRH9495

Teachers Change Your Bait!: Brain-Compatible Differentiated Instruction

$35.95

SOT7323

Differentiation and the Brain: How Neuroscience Supports the Learner-Friendly Classroom, Second Edition

$42.95

116017

The Power of the Adolescent Brain: Strategies for Teaching Middle and High School Students

$39.95

Total (plus freight) $

115041

SOT9263

SOT0591

SOT0607

117002

CRH9495

SOT7323

116017

Attention ............................................. Order Number ..............................
Name of School .........................................................................................
Address .....................................................................................................
.......................................... State ....................P/Code .............................
Country .....................................................................................................
Email: .........................................................................................................
Yes, I would like to receive emails from Hawker Brownlow Education about future
workshops, conferences and the latest publications.

TERMS OF TRADE

• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST
• All prices are subject to change without notice.
• Full money-back guarantee.
• We do realise it is difﬁcult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection, please visit our
website <www.hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most titles will give you the option to view
the ﬁrst few pages of the book. Click ‘View Contents’ on your selected book page.
• We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we will accept
undamaged returns for full credit or refund. Posters are for firm sale only and will not be sent on
approval. Please be aware that delivery and return postage is the responsibility of the customer.
• Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery charge of $9.50
within Australia and $15.00 for New Zealand for each order.
• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

To place an order or to find out more about our resources visit

www.hbe.com.au
Do you want to know all about the latest professional development events in your area? Be the first to find out about new releases from worldrenowned and local authors with the HBE e-newsletter! Upcoming titles will feature authentic assessment and digital media, along with a strong
focus on success in mathematics and literacy. Sign up to our FREE e-newsletter at www.hbe.com.au.

Online ‘On Account’ ordering now available!
If you have a pre-existing account with Hawker Brownlow Education, you can now order online and pay using that account.

